Easingwold Golf Club
Course Committee Update: 10th May 2022

To members of EGC
This is a quick message to update members on works being carried out on the course.
Holes 8 and 17
You will see Robin and his team are carrying out some fairly drastic alterations to the left-hand
side of the 8th and 17th greens.
The plan is to remove the current turf, rotavate the top level and bring in new soil to create
mounds to both areas.
These mounds will be turfed by an outside contractor starting on 17th May with the aim to get
them back into play asap.
We hope to leave the holes in play with red flags but this depends on players taking care. If
any of the greens staff or the contractor feels in danger, the hole will be shortened.
The affected areas will be marked with blue lines and play is prohibited from these areas. This
will be the case with any other areas similarly marked.
Please see attached ‘No Play Zone’ Temporary Local Rule issued by Handicaps &
Competitions.
Golfers will still have the option to take free relief from GUR marked with white lines under
Rule 16.1b.

Hole 14
It has been decided to fill in the hole on the 14th fairway and make this a grassy mound rather
than a bunker.
The amount of times this bunker would have come into play does not warrant the work involved
in creating and maintaining it.
Hole 7 will have to be played off a shortened tee for a day or so whilst this is completed as
balls from this tee do end up near the 14th bunker occasionally.
Many thanks for your patience whilst these works are being carried out.
EGC Greens committee
PS. Complaints have been received from hole guardians and green staff that divot boxes are
being used as rubbish receptacles. Yes, there are insufficient bins in place at the moment and
new ones are being sought, but that is no excuse to leave cigarette packets, cans etc
anywhere on the course.
Please take them home if a bin cannot be located in the short term.
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